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THREE-STAGE SAMPLING WITH VARYING

PROBABILITIES OF SELECTION

By J. p. Ecimovic

Bureau of Statistics, Zagreb, Yugoslavia*

1., Summary

The paper deals with •three-stage sampling with varying probabilities
in every stage of selection. A system of selections without replacement
is also discussed, which consists in reducing the chances of reselection
of a unit after every selection for a given quantity e. This is done at
every stage. The system implies selection with replacement for e = 0,
and can also give an approximation for selection with complete non-
replacement, in which case the chance of the reselection of a once
selected unit drops immediately to zero.

In Chapter 2, well-known formulas for a three-stage sampling with
equal probabilities of selection are quoted, introducing symbols which"
will be used later. The formulae are generalized in Chapter 3 to the
case mentioned above. The results are formulas (20) to (27) which
apply to the unbiassed estimate of the universe total for a given system
of probabilities of selection. Formulas are given for the variance error,
estimated variance error, estimated universe parameters occurring in
the variance-error formula, expectations of sample parameters occurring
in the formula for the estimated variance error and finally for the esti
mated variance error for a larger or smaller sample where the estimate
is built up on the data of the actually selected sample. Formulae (31)
to (42) are general results for any linear estimator providing biassed
estimates of the total or mean. Three cases are worked out to show

how a linear estimator can be adjusted to give an unbiassed estimate.

Chapter 4 contains proofs for the formula given in Chapter 3.
They are derived as special cases of formulae for a selection with equal
probabilities, making an extension of the universe and a transformation
of the values of the observed variate.

In Chapter 5, the, necessary modifications are indicated! for the
application of the results of the preceding chapter to sampling designs
which represent a simplification of three-stage sampling (e.g., stratified
two-stage sampling, two-stage cluster sampling, etc.). After this,
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India we are doing a certain amount of useful work on the study of
crop pests, but a good deal more requires to be done.

I have spoken at some length on the urgent need of more work
in what I have called the second area of the application of statistical
methods in agriculture which is based on the use of the design of experi
ments. I venture to think that is a very special responsibility of the
Indian Council of Agricultural Research and your Society. I have
tried to indicate the vast areas of ignorance which require urgent atten
tion. These are subjects of basic importance for crop production
and crop protection not only for the immediate future but for purposes
of agricultural planning over a period of 15, 20 or 30 years or more.
I have referred to five important topics, namely, the need of fertilizers,
water requirements of crops, improved methods of cultivation, im
proved varieties, and methods of crop protection. Work in this field
oflFers almost unlimited scope for scientific research using the basic
methods of controlled experiments in which the theory of design of ex
periments would be a most important tool. This is a vast field which,
in comparison with statistical surveys for purposes of estimation in
agriculture, does not seem to have been fully cultivated in India. This
is a thought which I should like to commend to you. I should also
like to draw your attention to the need of hard and systematic work
to build up the scientific foundations for crop planning for the next
30 years to change the whole pattern of living in India.
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special cases are dealt with in which the varying probabilities are pro
portionate to size (size meaning, the number of tertiary units in primary
or secondary sampling units), and later in which the selection is done
with replacement or with complete non-replacement. Finally the
application of estimators which provide a biassed estimate is discussed,
and it is stressed that the estimated variance error of such estimators
does not depend upon the probabuities actually used in the selection
of the sample, provided that the sum of chances of selection for each
stage is kept constant. The results of this paper make obvious a gene-
rahzation of the obtained formula to a bigger number of sampling
stages.

2. Introduction and Basic FormuljE

This paper concerns three-stage sampling with varying probabilities.
It is taken as granted that the results in this chapter for three-stage
sampling with equal probabilities of selection in each stage are known
and proved. Let us have a universe with primary samphng units
denoted by the letter i (i = 1, 2, K) having inthe /-th primary unit some
secondary units denoted by 7 0'= 1, 2, •• and within the 7-th
secondary unit of the /-th primary unit let us- have tertiary sampling
units denoted by A(A = 1,2, •• The character observed should
be denoted by the subscripts referring to the serial number of the
primary, secondary and tertiary units respectively. From this universe
a three-stage sample is selected with equal probabilities, and without
replacement, including in it k primary units, /, secondary units out of
the selected i-th primary unit, and Ui, tertiary units out of the selected
/-th primary and >th secondary unit. Our aim is to determine from
the sample an unbiassed estimate and to estimate the variance error
of the universe total:

~ 2 S 2 iijh (2)
12 3 ^ '

or the universe mean per tertiary unit:

. . (2)
1 2

where Z means complete summation, the subscript referring to the
stage of the sampling units.

It is known that an unbiassed estimate of (1) is obtained by the
estimator

kin ^^ 1 H 2 ^i} 3
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where S means summation only over sample units, the subscript refer
ring to the stage ofsampling. As the indexes ij, h refer only to selected
values from the universe, because the sample is smaller, we shall indicate
the value of the observed variate in the sample by (instead of I,-,7.),
where the subscripts refer to the serial numbers of the sampling units
in the sample. Also, if we write 2 Z iV,-,- = N, then anunbiassed esti-

1 2

mate of (2) is obtained by the estimator:

-_X_l

This statement will be denoted symbolically by:

EX = 3, Ex =1

or by

where E means "mathematical expectation", whilst 3
'' unbiassed estimate''.

Further on the variance error of (3) is given by^:

^K^Au) ' N„-\ \nj

L 2 3

St
L 3

(4)

: (5)

(6)

means

(7)

Here the symbol "Var" denotes the variance error, i.e.,
Var(X) = -£(X)? (8)

The symbols o-^ in (7) are parameters of the universe, and their general
meaning is

/

[f] = 21
(9)

Compare Ref. [3] and in a simplified form in Ref. [4], formula (35).

J
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where r refers to the sampling stage. Thus the forrtiula (9) applied to
the parameters mentioned in (7) gives:

S S u
L 2 3

^ 1 \2 3 A.123 /

U iijh
3

•^i 2 \ 3 2 3 J

-3^ [^.7.]

(10)

As for the variance error of (4), we have:

Var(x) =ivar(X) (11)
and we have to use in this formula the expression (7).

Further we know that an unbiassed estimate of (7) is given by the
estimator^:

«f(' ~5) (t) 'f*"']

(12)

The symbols in, (12) are sample parameters, and their general fideaning
is

/ sr

isi) -1
[t] = (13)

^ See Ref. [3] although the formula isgiven there only for a two-stage .saniple;
see Ref. [1], Chapter 10, forrriula (37). 1= 1-..-
2
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where r refers to..the sampling stage. Thus the forniula (13) applied
to the parameters mentioned in (12) gives; . _ .

S2'

X, iV,, •
T o —

, 2 "ii 3

- i fu,

Sx,
inii 3

m

S-
2 «0' 3

1 ^
k 1 -Z^ 2 % 3

/{ A 2 VWjy 3 H 2 Z J

[Jfi,J

As for the estimated variance error of (11), we hav^

ar Var(x) ,• ^.Var.(X)

VHh J

(14)

(15)

and we have to iise in this formula the expressibh •(12)'.

Instead of using forpiula.. (12), the param^^ers of the universe,
0-2, in (7), qan be'estiinated froni the sample by expressions which follow;
by inserting these expressions in (7), we also obtain an unbiassed esti
mate of .Var(X):^ • .

'123 I
XEim. \ •

"•«"sle'TfeE'"tll'C^iapfer"^ fdnh&la; t34)," fdr a tvyd-stage sample.

\
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E ^Uh
. S

^ij'3 J h 2 \ NijJ. . 'LWij -s

3

N,-a
^3^ [Xiih] (16)

Here^ means an unbiassed estimate over all three stages, and this symbol
is equivalent to the symbol S' means an unbiassed estimate over

.. 23 .

the second and third stage, S only over the third stage; if we introduce

the following symbolical operations:

ESt=±t; E at = f, E = E = EE=^EEE; 3 = 3 = 33
123.123 s 123 • i 23' 12 3 " 123 1 23

= 333; E3t = E E 3t = Et; E 3t = E 3t = EEt
12 3 23 1 23 23 1 3 123 3 1 2

(17)

then the application of the symbolical operation :? = to both sides
. V 123/

of (7) gives;

3Yzx <')=(§;•

With sampling with equal probabiUties, "iwe have

, . Ej_S(=i2;t; E~Si =l^t;
1 " 1 A 1 2 H.3 J-'l 2: • 3 3 •; -
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and thus:

3St =^Sf, 3St =^Sf, 3St =^Sf,
11 k 1 22 H 2 33 "ijS

and then applying (16), we get (12).

It can be easily shown that (16) is equivalent to":

1223

S •—-'Sxijjt
3

K „

. U 2 ^ti 3

£52^
23

Xw [f^.-,7.] +if(t) • f

—

- W,7 3

s s u
.23

• = Lr-=^Lr ^"fu-1 vn«)
X nyCTaM^w.]

3

iVy.
• [ftji.]

If we apply the symbolical operation E(^=E^ to formula (12)^
obtain,

E • ffVar(X) = Var(X)

+rff(Try''''r,-ffO-|;)
t)"- - :x riij • Es31

(18)

we

1See also-Ref! tn; Chapter 10, forinilTa (33) for a lv<o-st£ge •sample; and
also in a simplified form in Ref. [4], formul® (40).
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and having in mind that

ESt = ^Zf, ESt=^~^Sr, ESt =^ St,
11 •'^1 2 2 2 3 3 i} -i

and using (18) we come back to (7).

Finally, if from the universe a larger or smaller sample is drawn
(also without replacement), having k', //, units instead of k, U, itij,
we have to rewrite formula (7) concerning the variance error by using
this new sample size. So, we get a variance error Var' (X). However,
if we want to estimate this variance error from a former sample with
k, li, tifj units, we have to use in the changed formula (7) the estimates
of obtained from the former sample by using strictly the unchanged
formulae (16). It is easy to derive, that then we have:

ST Var' (X) = 3"Var (X)

In our further consideration we will have in mind a more general
definition of the selection without replacement. Suppose, when select
ing a certain primary unit, instead of eliminating only this unit from the
universe before the next draw, we eliminate from the universe e such
units with the same composition. To be able to do so, we must sup
pose that there are at least ke primary units of every composition. In
the same way in selecting a certain secondary or tertiary unit, we elimi
nate from the selected units which contain them before the next draw

and Ey respectively such units with the same composition. It is
also here assumed that this is possible. Such sampling is equivalent to
a common sampling without replacement from a smaller universe,
in which for every e primary units (cj sec. units and e,-,- tertiary units)
stands only one primary unit (secondary, tertiary unit). It is obvious
that if the former number of sampling units K, Li, Nij is reduced to
Kje, Li/ci, NiJeij, then such selection, characterized with constants
e, gj, ey from the former universe, is equivalent to the common selection
without replacement in the reduced universe. This means that for
such a reduced universe, all formulae mentioned above can be applied.

iVi,
I

in, T"

LH 2 3
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covering however the selection from the foriner universe with cha
racteristic constants e, c,-, 6,^. We shall not write these formulas here,
because they will be later given for the more general case.

3. Results for Three-Stage Samples Selected with Varying

Probabilities

"We .consider a selection without •. replacement • with constants
e«, and with-varying probabilities which are used in the following-

way. To every primary unit in the universe a chance of selection
is attached with 2]k, = k, making the probability of selection of this

unit in the first draw' iTt = «,/«:. In a similar way, the j-th secondary
unit in the r-th primary unit will have the chance Ajj- A,-,- = A,^, and
conditional probability •n-,-,- = A,j/A,, and the A-th tertiary unit in the
/-th primary, _/-th secondary unit has the chance •v;,-,, Vjj,, = and

conditional probability For-the g-th selections of the
same unit, following the first one,, the chances are diminished by
g^, g^ij for primary, secondary and tertiary units respectively.
Further let us introduce the abbreviations

1Z N,! = Ni, zs Nii = N\ = Pi, ~ =Pa, ^ = Pm-

Thus NpiPiiPij^ = 1.

Under these conditions it can be shown that the unbiassed estimate

of (1) is obtained by the estimator:

N

I.e.,

^ Pi ^ Pij ^ Pijh^ijh
^ 1 '"'Ji 2 3

K 1 TT^/j 2 3 '"'ijh

Ex^S ' . ' (21)

= 1^^^ s (20)

whilst

- jc = -2^ •

(22) with

:: :Ex^=l - - - - ; (22)
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Furthermore we have for-the variance error of the estimate of the-iini--

verse total: - c

Var.(X) =iV2
— € L^i 2 3 .

I 1 V" ^ _ 2+ T. Zj'^i — • r <^2

k- i h 2 Vii — eij iJii

P*'. hi . 11r -
.TTi Tr,j TT,.,-! ''"jy' •• . •X a

in which \ •

m = {t -
1 1

<^2^ [^] = {t —U'^ijty
2,2

O's^ W = {t —Z'^inty.. :

^ . Pii yi„ t

(23)

(23')

The unbiassed estimate of this variance error is given by the estimator:

in which

[?] =

X
.T7j' TTfj

Pi ^ Pn ^Piih^Uli
-'"'ih iyijMy'a 'fill,. .

+ ,^ 5i/i,^2 \Pi
KK 1 /{ \ Ai J 3 '̂ iih _

kK 1 liXi 2 Hfj V V^j J "

(24)

(24)
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Note, that for 6 = 0, i.e., selection in the first stage with replacement,
the estimate ffVar consists of the first term only and does not
depend on at all.

The parameters of the universe in (23) are estimated by the following
estimators:

S
123

23

3

—EPij 2Pijh^nH
2 3

-kiO-f)
k 1 IA 2 V V;i )

Pi . P*i y „ t
Z ^ Piili^i.

L^i 3

_ K — f
" A, t

Pi ^ Pa ^Pm^ijh
2 '"'ijHii 3 .

A . Pa ^ PiihXijh
-"'i 3 •"'ij/i -

Pi . Pi! ^ PijhXiih
.TTj TTffJIfj 3 TTy,, .

Pi . Pa Pm ^
— Xijh

_TTi TTy TTy,,

h 2 «ij V Vii J
Pi . Pa . Pan y
' ' • A,

'"it
iih

Pi . P*l . Eill'
.TTj TTy TTijj,

. "a - „ 2
" 77^:—

£i7ft

Pi . Pa . Pan
~ ~ ~.TTj TTy TTjj-,,

.(25)

The sample parameters estimate the following aggregates of popula
tion parameters:

E
123

Pi ^ Pa ^Piih^iih
2 '"'ijnii 3 TT,-an j

— 27/>,;• 27Piih^iih
K — e iVf 2

; vt_ Ai — 1 _ 2+ 2/ TT; -t CTa
1 '»

, V. _ ^ "a - 1 _ 2-T 2j ^i J 2j — :— — <73

X

El . Ell y n t
'i^i! 3

"« — ^i; ««

A Pa Pan t
• iifh

LTTj TTjj TTfj^
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Es.

3

^ . Pa ^PmXiih
_7Ti 3 .

Ai
X "2

L'^i 3

Pj, . Pii . Pm t
Si

+ Sn„^ St'< • l».!i
' v., — e,, ''Vij — Sij riii L'^, ""ij ""iji

>i. Pii. ^
'"'ij '"'ijh

"« - 6ii

Xfjh

Pi . P}i . Pm
_TTi TTy TTjy,,

Finally for a sample of another size:

a^Var' (X)

'iift

(26)

=^Var(X) +iV^{(^,-l).,.

+P7cf (z7~^)

^ s s
-"•j/j 2 "'ijWij 3 • TTjj,, _

, Pa ^ PmXjjh
7^4,•«« 3 .

'Pi .Pjl . Pm
L^i TTi,.,. }

(27)

This formula is only true if in the new sample the system of constants
e, €,, 6y stays the same.

It can easily be seen, if the selection with varying probabilities is
made proportionate to the size of every sampling unit (considering
as size the number of tertiary units in every sampling unit), then

7^1 = Ph = Pa^ 'fijii = Pijii (-28)

and many of the factors in formula (20) to (27) reduce to unity. For
the case with equal probabilities we have to put

1e €i 6« 1; TTi TTy _ i, 7r„„ =

K—A) ^<1 = Nij ^29)
and we fall back to the formula in the second chapter.
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These results can be generalized as, follows:.

Under the conditions of selection described before, the estimator defined
in every possible sample:

X = aSbiS - (30)
12 3

is an unbiassed estimate of:.

Ex = ak UTTtbih U -^uCann (31)
12 3

In this way x is an unbiassed estimate •:of S only.if it is identically
fulfilled

ak E TTibJt E E = E E E im - (32)
1 2 3 • : .1 2 3 -

and X is an unbiassed estimator of-only if it is identically fulfilled

ak ETTibJi E•"'iiCiiTiij E= ^E E E fy;, (33)
.1 . 2 ' 3 ' " ; . .-''1 2 3 . _

In all other cases- x is^ an unbiassed estimate of some other parameter
of the universe, and thus it can be considered as a biassed estimate of
the universe- total or mean per tertiary unit. .

Formula (32) and (33) can be used in the following ways:

. (i) for. a given sample size defined by /c, /«, tiij and for given prob
abilities 7r„ TTij,, an unbiassed estimate' of X should be formed. Then
we get from (32):

• - 1 7. " 1 '1 ^ i
k TTili TTyW,-,- TTy^

and "we "come baclc to (20). ;

(ii) for given probabilities tt^, -n-y, tt,-,-,, and arbitrary a, bi,
the sample sizek, h, should be determinedfor which (30)gives an un
biassed estimate of X. As (32) imposes only one restriction on k, 77y
many solutions are possible.

(iii) for given values a, bi, c,-^, and "a given sample size, k.
It, tiij, the probabilities tt,-,-,, can be sought which will render (30)
an unbiassed estimate of Z. ,

In this paper we will work with the assumption that the sample
size k, /i, 77y and probabilities tt^, tt^, 7r„,. are fixed in advance. Then
(30) with arbitrary a, bt, c,-;, is generally a biassed estimate of (1).
The bias amounts to ' : . : ' . . ; . . '

(
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